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Definition and HistoryDefinition and History

What is the history of Benchmarking?What is the history of Benchmarking?

What is Benchmarking?What is Benchmarking?

Why do we use Benchmarking?Why do we use Benchmarking?



History of BenchmarkingHistory of Benchmarking

We have a couple of etiologies for the term benchmarking.  One We have a couple of etiologies for the term benchmarking.  One 
suggests that the term first came from cobblers (shoe makers) suggests that the term first came from cobblers (shoe makers) 
measuring their clientmeasuring their client’’s feet for shoes.  The clients feet for shoes.  The client’’s foot would be s foot would be 
placed on a placed on a ‘‘benchbench’’ and then and then ‘‘markedmarked’’ on leather for making the on leather for making the 
pattern for the shoe.pattern for the shoe.

It is also believed that the use of the term is derived from theIt is also believed that the use of the term is derived from the
processes of surveying which is the act of processes of surveying which is the act of ‘‘measuringmeasuring’’ and and 
‘‘recordingrecording’’ changes in a landscape to create and update maps.changes in a landscape to create and update maps.

As a formal statistical endeavor it was developed by Xerox As a formal statistical endeavor it was developed by Xerox 
corporation in the 1970s and became part of formal management corporation in the 1970s and became part of formal management 
activities when Bob Calvin, CEO of Motorola utilized this procesactivities when Bob Calvin, CEO of Motorola utilized this process as s as 
part of his implementation of a Total Quality Management part of his implementation of a Total Quality Management 
approach to revitalizing his company.  This quickly led to Motorapproach to revitalizing his company.  This quickly led to Motorola ola 
becoming the first recipient of the Malcolm becoming the first recipient of the Malcolm BaldridgeBaldridge award in award in 
1988.1988.



Definitions of BenchmarkingDefinitions of Benchmarking

Merriam Merriam –– WebsterWebster A term that came into common A term that came into common 
usage in the midusage in the mid--70s 70s ““as the study of as the study of aa‘‘competitorscompetitors’’
product orproduct or business practices in order business practices in order to improve the to improve the 
performanceperformance of oneof one’’s own company.s own company.””

QualservQualserv Benchmarking Clearing houseBenchmarking Clearing house A continuous A continuous 
process of improvement using comparisons to make process of improvement using comparisons to make 
change.change.

WikipediaWikipedia Benchmarking is the process of Benchmarking is the process of comparing the comparing the 
business processes and performancebusiness processes and performance metrics including cost, metrics including cost, 
cycle time, productivity or quality to another that is widely cycle time, productivity or quality to another that is widely 
considered to be considered to be an industry standard an industry standard ‘‘benchmarkbenchmark’’ or or ‘‘best best 
practicepractice’’..



Definitions of Definitions of 
Benchmarking Cont.Benchmarking Cont.

Office of Public Services, United KingdomOffice of Public Services, United Kingdom An efficiency toolAn efficiency tool
based on the principle of measuring the performance of one based on the principle of measuring the performance of one 
organization against a standard whether absolute or relative to organization against a standard whether absolute or relative to other other 
organizations.organizations.

WestinghouseWestinghouse“…“… a continuous searcha continuous search for and application of for and application of 
significantly better practices that leads to superior competitivsignificantly better practices that leads to superior competitive e 
performance.performance.””

Public Sector Benchmarking, Kenneth A Public Sector Benchmarking, Kenneth A BruderBruder ““Simply put, Simply put, 
benchmarking is a benchmarking is a rigorousrigorous yet practical yet practical processprocess for measuring your for measuring your 
organizationorganization’’s performance and processes against those of s performance and processes against those of bestbest--inin--
classclass organizationsorganizations, both public and private, and then using this , both public and private, and then using this 
analysis analysis to improve services, operations and cost position to improve services, operations and cost position 
dramaticallydramatically..””



Summary Key ConceptsSummary Key Concepts

SystematicSystematic approach for approach for measuringmeasuring and and recordingrecording critical critical 
performance levelsperformance levels

ComparingComparing to a competitor or standardto a competitor or standard

Utilizing for the purpose of Utilizing for the purpose of improving performanceimproving performance through through 
efficienciesefficiencies

Identifies and Identifies and adopts better practicesadopts better practices

Not a short term project but a Not a short term project but a continuous processcontinuous process

Customer drivenCustomer driven
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TerminologyTerminology

Total Quality ManagementTotal Quality Management
System of managing an organization that includes System of managing an organization that includes 
Planning, Organizing, Controlling and Leading.  This type Planning, Organizing, Controlling and Leading.  This type 
of management creates the awareness of quality in all of management creates the awareness of quality in all 
organizational processes that become customer focused.  organizational processes that become customer focused.  
Everyone is working to create Everyone is working to create total customer satisfactiontotal customer satisfaction
and towards lowering costs.  This got its prominence and towards lowering costs.  This got its prominence 
and rapid growth in industry with Deming & the and rapid growth in industry with Deming & the 
Japanese Automobile Industry.  It is where the term Japanese Automobile Industry.  It is where the term 
‘‘Quality and the concept of the Customer (and their Quality and the concept of the Customer (and their 
complete Satisfaction) became the top priority for a complete Satisfaction) became the top priority for a 
business. business. 



TerminologyTerminology

BenchmarkingBenchmarking
If we think of TQM as the strategy, then If we think of TQM as the strategy, then 
Benchmarking is one of its most Benchmarking is one of its most 
important tactics.important tactics.



TerminologyTerminology

Six SigmaSix Sigma
A concept  developed by Motorola primarily for A concept  developed by Motorola primarily for 
the purpose of reducing the purpose of reducing ‘‘defectsdefects’’ in production in production 
so that customer satisfaction and cycling times so that customer satisfaction and cycling times 
could be improved.  It is a measurement of could be improved.  It is a measurement of 
success by counting success by counting ‘‘defectsdefects’’.  Sigma stands for .  Sigma stands for 
standard deviations and 6 Sigma equates to 3.4 standard deviations and 6 Sigma equates to 3.4 
defects per million or 99.9997 % success.  The defects per million or 99.9997 % success.  The 
goal is to continually improve processes so as to goal is to continually improve processes so as to 
achieve this level of quality or success. achieve this level of quality or success. 



TerminologyTerminology

Drilling DownDrilling Down
Process of reaching further and further Process of reaching further and further 
back into the data and/or process to back into the data and/or process to 
discover the primary cause or theme discover the primary cause or theme 
either creating or contributing to the either creating or contributing to the 
‘‘failuresfailures’’ being studied.being studied.



Benchmark ProcessBenchmark Process
Robert Camp, 1989Robert Camp, 1989

1.1. Identification Identification –– what to benchmark, who to compare with what to benchmark, who to compare with 
and collect dataand collect data

2.2. Analysis Analysis –– determine current performance determine current performance ‘‘gapgap’’

3.3. Integration Integration –– Communicate findings, gain acceptance of Communicate findings, gain acceptance of 
future goalsfuture goals

4.4. Action Action –– Develop plan, implement actions Develop plan, implement actions 

5.5. Monitor progress, adjust hypotheses & recalibrateMonitor progress, adjust hypotheses & recalibrate

6.6. Maturity Maturity –– practices fully integrated into processpractices fully integrated into process



Benchmark ProcessBenchmark Process
Business Performance Improvement Resource (BPIR)Business Performance Improvement Resource (BPIR)

Identify/select area of improvementIdentify/select area of improvement

Measure current performance levelsMeasure current performance levels

Benchmark performance Benchmark performance 

Identify approach or strategy for improvementIdentify approach or strategy for improvement

Develop ways to implement strategy for changeDevelop ways to implement strategy for change

Implement strategies and measure resultsImplement strategies and measure results

Review results and reReview results and re--calibrate for continued improvementcalibrate for continued improvement



Benchmark ProcessBenchmark Process
DMAICDMAIC

D D efineefine the goals of your improvement strategythe goals of your improvement strategy

M M easureeasure your current systemyour current system

A A nalyzenalyze current performance levels and current performance levels and 
design/test and verify new proceduresdesign/test and verify new procedures

I I mprovemprove levels of competency/quality/success levels of competency/quality/success 
until reach 6 Sigmauntil reach 6 Sigma

CC ontrolontrol the process by managing changes and the process by managing changes and 
supporting new systemsupporting new system’’s successs success



Types of BenchmarkingTypes of Benchmarking

PerformancePerformance
ProductProduct
OperationalOperational
ProcessProcess
FunctionalFunctional
FinancialFinancial
StrategicStrategic
BestBest--InIn--Class Class 



Performance BenchmarkingPerformance Benchmarking

Review of current measures either as a Review of current measures either as a 
‘‘snapshotsnapshot’’ or over a period of time.or over a period of time.
Review processes either objectively Review processes either objectively 
(measurement by numbers) or qualitatively (measurement by numbers) or qualitatively 
The most common type used in our industry.The most common type used in our industry.
Can be accomplished by comparing your Can be accomplished by comparing your 
results with: results with: 
–– Your own firm (over time, between different shiftsYour own firm (over time, between different shifts……))
–– Related similar companies (20 group) 21 pages with Related similar companies (20 group) 21 pages with 

avg. of 50 items per pageavg. of 50 items per page
–– Industry comparisons (LCT Fact Book) & general Industry comparisons (LCT Fact Book) & general 

business practice values business practice values 



-27.11%1,053-7.09%-19.28%-15.89%-28.49%-36.89%-34.08%-31.45%-28.47%-28.17%-18.28%-31.14%-29.67%

12,6351,1141,1221,1969177228321,1071,2021,1951,3011,1121,0352009

-18.97%1,445-19.98%-25.01%-28.08%-28.54%-29.23%-19.31%-26.09%-18.63%-5.00%-12.39%-7.77%-3.36%

17,3361,1991,3901,4221,2821,1441,2621,6151,6801,6641,5921,6151,4722008

1,7831.85%-1.45%-8.24%1.65%1.79%-5.14%21.49%4.26%5.65%10.75%26.58%15.43%

21,3951,4981,8541,9771,7941,6161,5642,1852,0651,7511,8171,7511,5232007

% ChangeTOT/AVGDECNOVOCTSEPAUGJULYJUNE MAYAPRILMARCHFEBJAN

AnnualAnnual

Monthly Volume / % Change from Previous Year

3637393123273039394240352009

3946464337415454555158472008

4862646052507367585956492007

DECNOVOCTSEPAUGJULYJUNE MAYAPRILMARCHFEBJAN

Daily Volume (Includes Weekends)

Ride Volume StatisticsRide Volume Statistics



414849443739525351515344Avg/Day

1,2701,4481,5321,3311,1611,2191,5651,6491,5281,5701,4931,356Avg/Mo

7.42%8.46%8.95%7.77%6.78%7.12%9.14%9.63%8.93%9.17%8.72%7.92%% of Yr

51,3663,8114,3454,5953,9933,4823,6574,6964,9464,5854,7104,4784,0692007-2009

TotalsDECNOVOCTSEPAUGJULYJUNE MAYAPRILMARCHFEBJAN

Cumulative Statistics

Ride Volume Statistics Cont.Ride Volume Statistics Cont.



Revenue StatisticsRevenue Statistics

-24.37%7.80%-15.21%-11.21%-29.43%-35.86%-37.12%-29.41%-29.56%-28.28%-21.52%-32.42%-30.17%

1,079,068109,658114,385124,11090,72077,99582,494118,225115,880114,470121,750101,65093,5752009

-11.73%-27.96%-23.06%-25.11%-25.43%-21.77%-9.99%-18.37%-10.74%9.62%4.53%3.45%4.04%

1,688,914101,721134,911139,778128,556121,600131,200167,480164,520159,600155,129150,420134,0002008

14.11%9.20%5.13%-2.07%14.77%11.76%-1.37%32.61%9.09%5.12%12.30%53.26%19.49%

1,934,481141,200175,354186,636172,400155,440145,760205,168184,324145,600148,400145,400128,8002007

DECNOVOCTSEPAUGJULYJUNE MAYAPRILMARCHFEBJAN

Revenues / % Monthly Change from Previous Year



Revenue Statistics Cont.Revenue Statistics Cont.

7.06%8.54%9.29%8.33%7.55%7.64%9.75%9.50%8.48%8.45%8.03%7.37%Mo %

4,702,464332,079401,555436,694391,676355,035359,454458,719446,711398,862397,524377,780346,375Total

Tot./AvgDECNOVOCTSEPAUGJULYJUNE MAYAPRILMARCHFEBJAN3 Year

Cumulative Statistics



Average Revenue Per TripAverage Revenue Per Trip

Monthly

2,3111,1141,1221,1969177228321,1071,2021,1951,3011,1121,035Vol

$105,409109,658114,385124,11090,72077,99582,494118,225115,880114,470121,750101,65093,575Rev

Average2009

-1.96%-2.49%-13.19%1.68%-1.32%1.63%-4.61%2.97%-1.53%-0.15%-3.96%-1.87%-0.71%

$98.7398.44101.95103.7798.95108.0399.20106.8096.4195.7993.5891.4190.412009

11.57%7.14%24.14%8.12%4.24%10.63%11.11%10.30%9.70%15.39%16.02%14.39%7.61%

$100.85100.95117.44102.06100.28106.29103.99103.7297.9195.9497.4493.1591.062008

7.37%7.21%6.66%6.73%13.15%10.25%4.41%9.30%4.63%-0.50%4.28%18.72%3.56%

$90.4694.2394.6094.3996.2096.0893.6094.0389.2583.1483.9981.4384.622007

% ChangeDECNOVOCTSEPAUGJULYJUNE MAYAPRILMARCHFEBJANYear

Ann Tot.



Product BenchmarkingProduct Benchmarking

Reviewing current and new products Reviewing current and new products 
to determine their effectiveness or to determine their effectiveness or 
need for upgradingneed for upgrading



Operational BenchmarkingOperational Benchmarking

Almost any area of your business can Almost any area of your business can 
fall into this categoryfall into this category
–– StaffingStaffing
–– Paper flowPaper flow
–– Analysis of ProcedureAnalysis of Procedure



Call Center BenchmarkingCall Center Benchmarking

0.024375$98.45$275,9842,831Totals:

N/AN/AN/A$112.5013,613121Saturn

Weekend0.030$12.50$105.5520,371193Remy

Afternoon0.022$12.50$96.8524,503253Ramon

Overnight0.015$10.75$92.5847,678515Chad

Weekend0.031$11.50$96.7017,986186Mary

Morning0.025$12.50$91.2530,113330Kasey

Weekend0.021$11.50$98.8218,775190Joslyn

Afternoon0.028$13.00$102.6527,100264Joan

Morning0.023$12.50$97.9336,822376Fran

N/AN/AN/A$89.297,59085Affil. - Out

N/AN/AN/A$98.8531,434318Web Res.

ShiftError RateHrly WageAvg. Price/Res. $Value# ReservationsStaff Name

Period of Study:  January 2009



Process BenchmarkingProcess Benchmarking

Reviewing processes with the goal of Reviewing processes with the goal of 
determining determining ‘‘best practicesbest practices’’ by by 
comparing to other firms.  comparing to other firms.  

Usually to assess cost and efficiency Usually to assess cost and efficiency 
for possible outsourcing.for possible outsourcing.



Functional BenchmarkingFunctional Benchmarking

Review a single function/activity solely Review a single function/activity solely 
for the purpose of improving it in for the purpose of improving it in 
particularparticular

Should be specific and not general in Should be specific and not general in 
nature.nature.



Financial BenchmarkingFinancial Benchmarking

Financial analysis in an effort to Financial analysis in an effort to 
compare your relative competitiveness compare your relative competitiveness 
and productivity.  and productivity.  
Can be run for your company over Can be run for your company over 
time, among similar companies (20 time, among similar companies (20 
group) or GAAP industry standards.  group) or GAAP industry standards.  
They should be used as indicators, They should be used as indicators, 
combining several in order to get a combining several in order to get a 
general picture of the firms financial general picture of the firms financial 
status.status.



Payroll Expense AnalysisPayroll Expense Analysis

38.9938.99$1,266,817$1,266,81741.9041.90$979,906$979,906Total PayrollTotal Payroll

1.231.2340,00040,0001.711.7140,00040,000AdminAdmin

2.622.6285,23985,2393.323.3277,58777,587ReservationReservation

4.644.64150,785150,7855.675.67132,576132,576DispatchDispatch

30.5030.50990,793990,79331.2031.20729,743729,743DriverDriver

Payroll expensesPayroll expenses

100.00100.00$3,248,500$3,248,500100.00100.00$2,338,920$2,338,920SalesSales

% of % of 
SalesSales

20082008% of % of 
SalesSales

20092009



Driver ProductivityDriver Productivity

$11,628 969 4,425 5,394 

$4,572 80.79%381 1,602 1,983 1/18/20093

$3,804 84.27%317 1,698 2,015 1/11/20092

$3,252 80.59%271 1,125 1,396 1/4/20091

$9,468789 4,204 4,993 

$2,880 86.97%240 1,602 1,842 1/17/20103

$2,976 85.62%248 1,477 1,725 1/10/20102

$3,612 78.89%301 1,125 1,426 1/3/20101

Non-
Billable

Cost% Billable
Non-Billable

Hours
Billable
HoursHours Paid

Week
EndingWeek #



Revenue by VehicleRevenue by Vehicle

5,626 4,328 9,528 7,329 4,887 3,759 Stretch #2

8,226 6,328 6,661 5,329 3,159 2,430 Stretch #1

8,123 6,396 6,928 5,329 2,131 1,639 Sedan # 5

8,168 6,283 12,184 9,372 4,276 3,289 Sedan # 4

16,336 12,863 13,329 10,253 5,547 4,267 Sedan # 3

19,799 15,230 10,538 8,430 5,143 3,956 Sedan # 2

13,047 10,273 10,936 8,749 7,446 5,728 Sedan # 1

200920102009201020092010

Week #3Week #2Week #1



Liquidity RatiosLiquidity Ratios

Ability to meet short term financial Ability to meet short term financial 
obligationsobligations

Current Ratio        Current Assets / Current LiabilitiesCurrent Ratio        Current Assets / Current Liabilities

Quick Ratio           Current AssetsQuick Ratio           Current Assets--Inventory /                Inventory /                
Current LiabilitiesCurrent Liabilities

Cash Ratio            Cash + Cash Ratio            Cash + MktMkt Sec / Current LiabilitiesSec / Current Liabilities



Debt Service RatioDebt Service Ratio

It is a popular It is a popular benchmarkbenchmark used in the used in the 
measurement of an entity's (person or measurement of an entity's (person or 
corporation) ability to produce enough corporation) ability to produce enough 
cash to cover its debt (including lease) cash to cover its debt (including lease) 
payments.payments.

Formula generally is EBITDA + discretionary items / Formula generally is EBITDA + discretionary items / 
Principal Repayment + Interest Payments + Lease Principal Repayment + Interest Payments + Lease 
PaymentsPayments

This ratio is a key benchmark used by lenders to assess credit worthiness.



Sales & Receivable RatiosSales & Receivable Ratios

How efficiently firm is collecting ARHow efficiently firm is collecting AR

Receivables to Sales Ratio    Receivables to Sales Ratio    AvgAvg AR / Total SalesAR / Total Sales

Average Collection Period     AR / (Annual Credit Average Collection Period     AR / (Annual Credit 
Sales / 365)Sales / 365)



Financial Leverage RatiosFinancial Leverage Ratios

Extent to which firm is using long term Extent to which firm is using long term 
debtdebt

Debt RatioDebt Ratio Total Debt / Total AssetsTotal Debt / Total Assets

Debt to Equity RatioDebt to Equity Ratio Total Debt / Total EquityTotal Debt / Total Equity

Interest CoverageInterest Coverage EBIT / Interest ChargesEBIT / Interest Charges



Profitability RatiosProfitability Ratios

Measures success of firm to generate Measures success of firm to generate 
profitsprofits

Gross Profit MarginGross Profit Margin (Sales (Sales –– COGS) / SalesCOGS) / Sales

Return on AssetsReturn on Assets Net Income / Total AssetsNet Income / Total Assets

Return on EquityReturn on Equity Net Income / Shareholder Net Income / Shareholder 
EquityEquity



Altman Z ScoreAltman Z Score

The ZThe Z--score model is a quantitative model score model is a quantitative model 
developed in 1968 by Edward Altman to predict developed in 1968 by Edward Altman to predict 
bankruptcy (financial distress) of a business, using bankruptcy (financial distress) of a business, using 
a blend of the traditional financial ratios and a a blend of the traditional financial ratios and a 
statistical method known as multiple statistical method known as multiple discriminantdiscriminant
analysis. analysis. 

The ZThe Z--score is known to be about 90% accurate in score is known to be about 90% accurate in 
forecasting business failure one year into the future forecasting business failure one year into the future 
and about 80% accurate in forecasting it two years and about 80% accurate in forecasting it two years 
into the future. into the future. 



Altman Z Score Cont.Altman Z Score Cont.

Used by analysts, bankers and creditors as a Used by analysts, bankers and creditors as a 
financial predictive tool, to determine financial predictive tool, to determine 
possibility of bankruptcy.possibility of bankruptcy.

Business owners can use to devise a plan of Business owners can use to devise a plan of 
action to bring about a successful action to bring about a successful 
turnaround.turnaround.



Altman Z Score Cont.Altman Z Score Cont.

FormulaFormula

Z =   1.2 x Working Capital / Total AssetsZ =   1.2 x Working Capital / Total Assets

+1.4 x Retained Earnings / Total Assets+1.4 x Retained Earnings / Total Assets

+0.6 x Market Value of Equity / Book Value of Debt+0.6 x Market Value of Equity / Book Value of Debt

+0.999 x Sales / Total Assets+0.999 x Sales / Total Assets

+3.3 x EBIT / Total Assets+3.3 x EBIT / Total Assets



Altman Z Score Cont.Altman Z Score Cont.

Z-Score Probability of Failure

Less than 1.8 Very High

Greater than 1.81 but less than 2.99* Unsure / Grey Area

Greater than 3.0 Unlikely

* Privately held companies grey area is lower,  generally 1.23 to 2.90.



Strategic BenchmarkingStrategic Benchmarking

Observing the manner in which others Observing the manner in which others 
compete who are in different compete who are in different 
industries.industries.

How are taxis, small package delivery, How are taxis, small package delivery, 
trucking companies doingtrucking companies doing……



BestBest--InIn--Class BenchmarkingClass Benchmarking

Studying the leader in the area you Studying the leader in the area you 
wish to improve and utilizing their wish to improve and utilizing their 
process process 



Why Benchmarking FailsWhy Benchmarking Fails
DeToroDeToro 19951995

Lack of Lack of ‘‘buybuy--inin’’ by management or research team involvedby management or research team involved
–– DonDon’’t understand value or relevance.  Extra workt understand value or relevance.  Extra work……

Wrong People Involved in ProcessWrong People Involved in Process
–– Should consist of those already involved with process who know iShould consist of those already involved with process who know it t 

bestbest

Analyze results and come up with wrong cause or area for Analyze results and come up with wrong cause or area for 
procedural changeprocedural change

Results not usedResults not used
–– Lack of follow through by management to institute new Lack of follow through by management to institute new 

procedures/policies supported by results of benchmarking activitprocedures/policies supported by results of benchmarking activities.ies.

Project too large in scopeProject too large in scope
–– Take on projects that are so large, process of measurement is Take on projects that are so large, process of measurement is 

overwhelming in scope.  Results in team breakdown.  Need to firsoverwhelming in scope.  Results in team breakdown.  Need to first do t do 
a functional flowchart (breaking process into smaller more focusa functional flowchart (breaking process into smaller more focused set ed set 
of activities and then select one of these).of activities and then select one of these).



Service Failure AnalysisService Failure Analysis

7436134610116Totals:

0Did not offer receipt

22Air conditioning/heat not working

321Made personal calls while driving

22Took the long route

22Charged the wrong amount

14212221211Trunk dirty

0Not type of vehicle ordered

22Dropped client at wrong location

11Did not have change for payment

22Did not follow client's directions

0Driving too fast

22Chauffeur rude

0No newspaper in vehicle

211No water in vehicle

3111Cigarette in ashtray

4112Talked too much

312Not properly dressed

211Car broke on the way, took taxi

11Did not swipe credit card

11Waiting in wrong location

312Did not know destination

14212221211Car exterior dirty

712211Late for Pickup

TotalsJoeSue TonyTim JeffMikeBobSteveDianeRobFailure Type



Why Benchmarking Fails Why Benchmarking Fails -- ContCont
Lack of long term management commitmentLack of long term management commitment

–– Underestimate the time, energy and costs associated with Underestimate the time, energy and costs associated with 
projectproject

Focus on the measuring, not the processFocus on the measuring, not the process
–– Management may have a performance level in mind, but it is Management may have a performance level in mind, but it is 

the process that creates this performance that is importantthe process that creates this performance that is important

Failure to monitor progress after changes are implementedFailure to monitor progress after changes are implemented
–– Process has been Process has been ‘‘fixedfixed’’ and management forgets about it.  and management forgets about it.  

Lack of follow up and support often results in a return to old Lack of follow up and support often results in a return to old 
procedures.procedures.

Changes are not in line with organizationChanges are not in line with organization’’s larger s larger 
strategy/mission or visionstrategy/mission or vision

–– No support by upper management may mean lack of assessed No support by upper management may mean lack of assessed 
importance.  Project must dovetail with companyimportance.  Project must dovetail with company’’s overall s overall 
desire for process redesire for process re--engineering, drive to cut costs or engineering, drive to cut costs or 
mandate to improve quality of services/products mandate to improve quality of services/products 



Advantages of BenchmarkingAdvantages of Benchmarking

Culture change within organizationCulture change within organization
–– Accountability to customers, regulatory agencies, vendors Accountability to customers, regulatory agencies, vendors 

increasesincreases
–– Sensitivity to the value of planning increasesSensitivity to the value of planning increases
–– Overall operational efficiencies improveOverall operational efficiencies improve
–– Continuous performance evaluations supports individual Continuous performance evaluations supports individual 

growthgrowth
–– Organization develops competitive advantage over competitorsOrganization develops competitive advantage over competitors
–– All within company value and support the activity of All within company value and support the activity of 

continuous improvementcontinuous improvement

Enhances creative thinking among staff and managersEnhances creative thinking among staff and managers

Increases awareness of processesIncreases awareness of processes

Becomes an environment of urgency rather than complacencyBecomes an environment of urgency rather than complacency

Learn to prioritize among differing areas needing improvementLearn to prioritize among differing areas needing improvement



Dangers of BenchmarkingDangers of Benchmarking

Over dependence on learning from Over dependence on learning from 
othersothers
Propensity to stop after moderate Propensity to stop after moderate 
success thus NOT leading to success thus NOT leading to 
sustainable competitive advantagesustainable competitive advantage
Is only a tool in the toolbox of overall Is only a tool in the toolbox of overall 
quality improvementquality improvement
Always following a better competitor Always following a better competitor 
and thus at best always second.  Not and thus at best always second.  Not 
the the ‘‘trailblazertrailblazer’’..



Q & A

Thank You!!!


